
Happy 30th Birthday KCGM!
On Saturday June 29, we were joined by over 
3,500 Kalgoorlie-Boulder residents and visitors 
to help celebrate KCGM’s 30th birthday, with 
a hugely successful Community Open Day at 
Hannans North Tourist Mine. 

The theme for the day was ‘High Vis,’ with 
attendees encouraged to come dressed in 
their bright mining colours. With the support 
of KCGM employees, our Business Partners 
and other Community groups, the historic 
Hannans North Tourist Mine was transformed 
into a modern mine site – showcasing KCGM’s 
operations with a range of interactive stalls, 
family-focused entertainment, competitions 
and free give-aways. 

With over 25 stalls, Mr. Tony Stephenson, 
Chair of KCGM’s Community Reference 
Group, had the difficult task of judging who 
was best on the day. Competition for the 
two team prizes was strong, with all teams 
worthy of taking out the coveted prize. 
Congratulations to the winners! 

Most Visual Stall – Human Resources, with their 
ninja warrior activity providing visitors with 
the opportunity to view and work their way 
through the mining process with a make-shift 
processing setup.  
Best Interactive Stall – the Emergency Response 
team entertained visitors by zip lining above 

the crowd on their tyrolienne zip line setup, 
running from the Mining Hall of Fame building 
to the miners camp. They also got the crowd 
involved with an opportunity to use their 
vehicle extraction equipment and view their 
fire truck. 

Ron Ellis, KCGM’s Underground Manager 
said that community feedback from the day 
had been overwhelmingly positive, with an 
amazing attendance by local families. “KCGM 
has played a big part in the Kalgoorlie-Boulder 
community for the last 30 years, and if you 
believe in the Golden Mile and the gold mining 
industry, then you will believe in the long term 
future of our business.” Mr Ellis said.

The success of the event is attributed to 
the hard work and involvement of the staff 
at Hannans North Tourist Mine, the Event 
Planning Committee, KCGM departments and 
volunteers involved, Business Partners and 
Community groups. It was a memorable day 
and a fantastic way to celebrate KCGM’s 30th 
year milestone. 

Photos from the Open Day can be viewed on 
pages 12–13 of this edition of the Golden Mile 
Post, via the KCGM Intranet under Quick Links, 
as well as on the KCGM Facebook page.
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Culture (the way we do things) is influenced by the 
systems that we use, the way we are organised, how we 
behave, and our symbols—written and unwritten.

Manager Welcome

Since the beginning of the year, 
we have been on a very deliberate 
Culture Journey. It started with our 
Culture Commitment program, where 
we all agreed to change the way we 
do things—for the better. 

While we have had some successes, 
we do have a ways to go.

OUR SYSTEMS

We have many systems that influence 
how we work together. The most 
important system is the Fatality Risk 
Management System. Other systems 
include the Talent Management 
System, the Business Planning System, 
and the Investment Management 
System. Given its importance, I want to 
highlight the Fatality Risk Management 
System.

It is a layered system, focused on 
critical controls that will prevent a 
serious injury or a fatality. We have 
identified 16 fatality risks – common 
within our industry – each with three 
or four critical controls that must be 
in place and must be effective. While 
there are many controls, the ones 
considered to be critical are those 
crucial for preventing or mitigating 
the consequences of a fatality. The 
absence or failure of the critical control 
would significantly increase the fatality 
risk despite the existence of the other 
controls. You may recall the activities 
related to this system during our 
Culture Commitment.

Here is how it is layered. Our Operators 
and Maintainers are accountable 
to ensure that critical controls, for 
example barricading, fall protection, 
and lock out tag out are in place 
and effective. Our Supervisors are 
accountable for setting expectations 
and monitoring the work of our 
Operators and Maintainers to ensure 
that these critical controls are in 
place and effective. Other leaders are 
accountable for verifying that these 
controls are in place and effective.  
And, our Executive Leadership Team 
own the Policies and Standards that 
govern the system.

Based on our verification to date, we 
have found that critical controls have 
been in place and effective 93 percent 
of the time—an improvement over 
2018. However, we continue to have 
near misses and events that could have 
been more serious.

Do you know the fatality risks in your 
area and the critical controls that must 
be in place and must be effective?
Last year, our Fatality Risk audit found 
two major non-conformances in two 
standards: Vehicles and Driving and 
Electrical Safety. Work has been done 
to address these and other findings. 
In the spirit of recognition, I want to 
recognise the Priority Rules team for 
their outstanding efforts in improving 
the standards in the Surface Mining 
operations. Well done to the team and 
the entire department for constructively 
engaging in the change process.

OUR STRUCTURE

We are organised by departments to 
optimise work flow and allow for clear 
accountabilities. The restructure last 
year resulted in fewer departments and 
more opportunities for collaboration 
– which has been seen as good for 
our business. I encourage all of you to 
continue to collaborate, break down 
barriers, and own your accountabilities. 
While we are not perfect, we have 
come a long way and we should all 
celebrate our successes.

OUR BEHAVIOUR

What we do, what we say, and how we 
interact are extremely powerful! Please 
do not underestimate the power of your 
words and your deeds. As humans 
we make mistakes, our emotions 
sometimes get the better of us, we do 
not always know, we interpret things 
based on our past experiences, and we 
are not always motivated.

But, if we build trust amongst 
each other, we will become more 
understanding, more vulnerable, and 
more accountable.
In shaping our culture, we can all 
behave in a way to influence change—
for the better. Our behaviours are most 
significant hence the common phrases: 
“walk the talk” and “practice what you 
preach.” Behaviours are usually value-
based. People value respect, trust, 
honesty, fairness, dignity, courage, 
morality, and the queen of all values—
love. Therefore, to change behaviours, 
we must first understand our people 
and their values.

My challenge to all of us is to ask why 
more often. Understand the reason for 
the behaviour: is it knowledge-based, 
motivation-based, or emotion-based? 
Then explore the consequences of the 
behaviour.

OUR SYMBOLS

While behaviour itself is highly symbolic, 
there are usually other symbols. Symbols 
are non-verbal messages – they are the 
outward manifestation of systems and 
processes; for example signs, uniforms, 
safety housekeeping, equipment 
condition, front entrances, parking 
lots, and rituals. They represent what is 
important to and valued by the business. 

Symbols are everywhere. Almost 
everything has the potential to be 
symbolic. We read meaning into symbols. 
Not everyone takes the same message 
from the same symbol. Symbols, therefore 
can positively or negatively impact our 
culture. 

What are some of our positive and not so 
positive symbols? How can we change 
the not so positive ones and reinforce the 
positive ones?
As we embark on the second half of the 
year, I want us to be even more mindful 
and deliberate in shaping our culture—
for the better. To date we have had ten 
recordable injuries, four events that could 
have led to a fatality or a serious injury, 
numerous first aid injuries that could 
have been more serious, and many, many 
near misses. At the same time, we have 
underperformed the forecast that I shared 
with you during our Business Update 
sessions at the end of April. In summary, 
our results are not good.

In reviewing the lessons learned from 
our incidents, I have found five common 
themes: 
1) Our risk management is inadequate  
 and at times, we do not use the JHA  
 and Fatality Risk Management systems  
 well;
2) We often use the incorrect tool;
3) Our work does not meet our standards;
4) Planning and supervision do not meet  
 expectations;
5) Our new employees are not always set  
 up for success.

Also, the conditions of our infrastructure 
sometimes make us more susceptible to 
these incidents.

With under six months to go, I ask you 
to reflect on the year thus far, review the 
systems that are working and those that 
are not working, deliberately influence 
behaviours (including your own), and 
examine our symbols. I will ask for 
feedback during our Business Update at 
the end of July.

In closing, I would like to recognise the 
continued success of the Emergency 
Response Team, as well as the Safety 
Reps and the MATES team for engaging 
and exploring the “secret behaviours” 
– “the code” that is needed to make 
KCGM a great place to work and to be 
known for excellence. Thank you for your 
engagement.

Cecile Thaxter 
KCGM General Manager

WIN A $50  
VOUCHER! 
The five elemental symbols 
refer to fire, water, air, earth, 
and spirit.  
Find the five symbols which 
represent KCGM hidden in this 
edition of the Golden Mile Post 
(excluding this page!).  
Send an email by 16 August to 
KCGMServicesadmin@kalgold.
com.au with the page numbers 
which each symbol appears 
on and what each symbol 
represents. One 
winner will be 
chosen at 
random and 
will receive 
a $50 LoKal 
voucher.

You’ve  
got to be in it  

to win it!

mailto:KCGMServicesadmin%40kalgold.com.au?subject=
mailto:KCGMServicesadmin%40kalgold.com.au?subject=
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Being SAFE should be 
at the forefront of everything we do.

SAFETY 
FIRST!

A primary focus for KCGM’s Senior Lead-
ership Team in 2019 has been to embed 
clear communication and transparency 
through a series of town hall meetings, 
Culture Commitment Sessions and work-
ing groups - to directly address culture 
and safety initiatives on site.

One of these initiatives has included the 
review of site’s approach to Job Hazard 
Analysis (JHA’s). The JHA process is con-
sidered to be one of KCGM’s vital safety 
systems, which is designed to:
1. Breakdown the steps within each task  
 and identify their associated hazards;
2. Focus on the relationships amongst the  
 worker, task, tool, and environment;  
 and
3. Take steps to eliminate or reduce  
 hazards to an acceptable risk level,  
 including when the task changes.

Previous site learnings around safe sys-
tems of work often point back to a ‘failure 
to identify and control hazards’ as being 
one of the primary reasons for injuries, 
near misses, and Significant Potential 
Events (SPE) within the mining industry.

The JHA review has focused on aligning 
updated thinking around safety, and how 

it can be practically implemented 
in the workplace. It has also taken 
into account site feedback and 
aligned communication strategies 
on how our people interact with 
safety systems of work. 

Moving forward, JHA’s will be ‘the’ 
safety system that KCGM will uti-
lise before undertaking any work, 
and will be referred back to during the 
planning stage of any task undertaken on 
site. Some of the key changes around the 
new JHA that you can expect to see are:
1. Introduction of ‘Hold Points’ throughout  
 the execution of the task;
2. Inclusion of our Fatality Risk symbols  
 for reference, linking to our Critical  
 Controls;
3. Connection between JHA and   
 SafeCheck – forming part of our  
 Pre-Task Risk Assessment;
4. Focused training on how we view and  
 manage our risks, and how our Safety  
 Systems relate to one another; and
5. A consistent approach across all   
 Newmont Goldcorp sites.
Key messages about updates to the JHA 
process have already been circulated 

through site wide communications - en-
suring employees and Business Partners 
are kept informed at every stage. 

Health Safety and Security Superinten-
dent Lesley Thomas said that employee 
engagement and input into the new JHA 
process was vital, with the initial rollout 
paused to allow for all feedback to be 
incorporated into the new approach. 

“The team has been working hard on the 
new process, and as part of their due 
diligence and quality control they have 
been monitoring the program’s effec-
tiveness through the feedback received. 
Pausing the rollout has allowed our team 
to implement all suggested improvements 
to the new system,  with the final rollout to 
commence in early August,” she said.

To find out more information on JHA’s, please 
contact the KCGM HS&S team. 

HSS Update: Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) 

Peter identified a potential fall 
from height risk on Loader 151 
and as a result designed and 
fitted a new section of railing 
to the identified risk area. This 
machine has been on site for 
many years and Peter’s innovation 
is a significant blackspot 
improvement.

Peter was awarded with a team 
BBQ and chose to donate $12,000 
to the Royal Flying Doctors 
Service (RFDS). The RFDS is a 
not-for-profit organisation who 

provide emergency medical and 
primary health care services to 
anyone who lives, works or travels 
in rural and remote Australia. All 
proceeds will be provided to the 
Kalgoorlie branch, ensuring the 
donation supports our Goldfield’s 
region.

Team and individual nominations 
for the Safety Innovation Award 
are reviewed at the end of each 
quarter. Forms can be found 
on the Intranet under External 
Relations Documents.

Safety Innovation Acknowledged
Congratulations to Peter Mellington from the Mobile Maintenance 
team on being awarded KCGM’s quarter one Safety Innovation 
Award, for his contribution to improving the safety culture at KCGM. 

Thousands of animals are killed by motor vehicles on Australian roads every year, and nine out of ten of those 
involve kangaroos. As kangaroos are most active at dawn and dusk, we need to be extra wary as we commute 
between home and work each day. 

What to do if you hit a Roo?  
If safe to do so, pull over and check to 
see if the kangaroo is still alive. If the 
animal has survived, avoid contact with 
the kangaroo to prevent harm to yourself 
or further injury to the animal. Contact 
the Wildcare Helpline on 9474 9055 for 
advice.

If the kangaroo has not survived, 
remove the animal from the road (at 
least 2-3 m in from the road verge) to 
reduce the chance of more accidents. 
Animals left on the road pose risk to other 
wildlife, such as wedge-tailed eagles who 
scavenge off road kill. It is also important 
to check the pouch in case there is a joey 

within, which can be found alive up to 72 
hours after the mother dies. However, it 
is desirable to leave the joey in the pouch 
and call the Wildcare Helpline for advice. 

If you encounter a kangaroo (or other wildlife) 
on-site, please ensure you make the area safe, 
report the event to your Supervisor and notify 
Black Street Security as soon as possible.

Kangaroo Road Safety

Safety First!

It has been over 570 days since the 
WesTrac maintenance team at KCGM has 
recorded an injury. With a total recordable 
injury frequency rate (TRIFR) of 0 since 
March 2018, the team are setting a 
precedence and leading the way in safety 
innovation and cultural change within 
our business. 

WesTrac has been based onsite at KCGM 
since April 1999, celebrating a 20 year 
partnership this year. Currently, there 
are 48 WesTrac personnel based onsite 
in a variety of roles from management 
to trades people. In their 20th year with 
KCGM, WesTrac are working to create 
a shift in their culture – focusing on the 
engagement of their people as the driver 
for change and accountability. 

As part of their commitment to safety, 
the WesTrac team have embedded 
Newmont’s Fatality Risk Management 
program into all aspects of their 
operations. On review of the Fatality Risk 
initiative and the 16 Global Fatality risks, 
WesTrac have adopted a ‘hold point’ also 
known as ‘red dot’ procedure in their Job 

Hazard Analysis (JHA). Supervisors and 
personnel identify what Critical Controls 
must be in place whilst conducting a 
task, and upon identification of the critical 
controls or fatal risks Supervisors are 
going one step further and placing a ‘red 
dot’ indicator or a hold point on the JHA. 

Uncontrolled Load During Lifting is one 
Fatatity Risk managed by WesTrac. 
Barricading/barriers and alignment tooling 
that is put in place to stop personnel 
entering the line of fire whilst the task is 
conducted, is an example of a Critical 
Control for this particular risk. The 
WesTrac team regularly manage these 
risks associated with tasks. Under the 
new initiative Supervisor’s will identify 
lifting activities as the Critical Control 
and will place a hold point on the JHA 
for that task. At this point, work will stop 
and the Supervisor will complete a further 
safe check, ensuring that the control is 
correctly in place to prevent a fatality or 
serious injury.

In addition to the implementation of hold 
points, WesTrac (along with KCGM’s 

wider moblie maintenance team) have 
been making significant progress in the 
elimination of live work. WesTrac are 
encouraging the removal of individuals 
from the foot print of the machines in the 
majority of live testing being carried out. 
Through a variety of executed projects on 
site the maintenance group has already 
eliminated many aspects of live work; 
utilising technology such as Go Pros, 
smart phones and wireless sensors. This 
innovative work is critical in protecting our 
people and eliminating risk. 

When speaking with WesTrac’s Contract 
Manager at KCGM Eugene Nieuwoudt, 
he said that the key to creating a 
strong safety culture is to focus on the 
engagement of your people. “WesTrac 
has recently been working to create a shift 
in our culture. By focusing on building 
confidence in our people to speak up 
and be part of the transformation, we 
are creating an ownership of the change. 
Our focus is to ensure that we are doing 
everything we can to identify and control 
risks, to continually improve and maintain 
our safety performance.”

WesTrac setting a safety standard
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Nominations  
for 2019 close Tuesday  
the 31st of December. 

Winners will be 
announced in early 

2020.

“The key to  
Priority Rules is that  
if there is confusion;  
STOP, COMMUNICATE 

and CONTINUE.”

In the Community

KCGM supports a wide range of local 
organisations and activities through the 
Community Investment Program, staff 
volunteering, site tours, scholarships,  
staff fundraising and in-kind donations.

Key partnerships this year have included:
• Partnership renewal with Kalgoorlie- 
 Boulder Urban Landcare Group   
 (KBULG) for another 3 years;
• Gold sponsorship of Goldfield’s Girl  
 again for 2019;
• Continued support of the Life Witout  
 Barriers Aboriginal Driving Program;

• Gold sponsors of the Kal Jobs Expo  
 in Perth;
• On-going partnership with East   
 Kalgoorlie Primary School;
• Sponsorship towards The Women’s  
 Leadership Forum in Kalgoorlie-Boulder;
• On-going commitment with the City  
 of Kalgoorlie-Boulder on gilding the  
 gold dome in the town centre;
• Sponsorship of Walk of the War Within  
 event, raising money for mental health  
 locally;
• On-going partnership with Loopline  
 Tourist Tram; and

• Major sponsorship of this year’s   
 NAIDOC and Reconciliation Week  
 celebrations in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.

Key donations this year have included:
• Blue Tree Project, promoting men’s  
 mental health in Kalgoorlie-Boulder;
• Sponsorship of the 2019 Masters  
 Football Mining Carnival; and
• Sponsorship towards KBULG’s clean- 
 up of Nanny Goat Hill.

More information on KCGM’s Community 
Investment Program can be found at  
www.superpit.com.au

Supporting the Local Community 

Project Updates

On July 2, the Priority Rules project 
went live on site.

Priority Rules is an industry best-
practice road system used by most 
large mining companies. The new rules 
dictate that all light vehicles give way 
to all heavy equipment, reducing the 
possibility of the two coming together.

In summary, all “Stop” and “Give Way” 
signs will be removed from the Open 
Pit mining environment and traffic will 
be controlled under the Priority Rules 
system:
•  All haul trucks have right of way over  
 all other equipment;
• All ancillary equipment will give way  
 to all haul trucks; and 
• All light vehicles will give way to all  
 heavy equipment.  

The risk of a collision between heavy 
mining equipment and a light vehicle 
is one of the 16 Fatality Risks we have 
on site, and the highest we face in the 
Open Pit mining environment. Previous 
road rules on site allowed a light vehicle 
to pass in front of heavy equipment, 
essentially forcing heavy equipment to 
stop and “Give Way” to light vehicles. 
For most Haul Truck Operators, visibility 
from a Haul Truck cab is poor, especially 
to the right. 

PRIORITY RULESP3P2P1

Annual Excellence Awards – 
Nominate Today!
Online Nominations for the 
annual KCGM Excellence 
Awards are open now! 
Nominations can be submitted 
at any time throughout the year, 
in the following categories: 

• Safety

• Leadership

• Environment

• External Relations

• Continuous Improvement

• Exploration and Geology

The KCGM Annual Excellence 
Awards reward and recognise 
individuals or teams who 
have made an outstanding 
contribution throughout the 
year. If you know of a KCGM 
Employee or Contractor 
(individual or work group) that 
has displayed excellence in 
any of the above categories, 
nominate them for an 
Excellence Award by selecting 
the KCGM Excellence Awards 
link under “quick links” on the 
KCGM Intranet.

Priority Rules Project 
Lead Todd Belcher 
says the level of 
understanding and 
acceptance of the 
project on site has been 
incredible over the last 9 months. 

“The key to Priority Rules is that if there 
is confusion; stop, communicate and 
continue. Thanks to all who have helped 
make this project a success.”

ADVANTAGES of Priority Rules 
include:
+ Improving operator safety by   
 removing the “blind side” issues   
 currently faced by haul truck   
 operators;
+ Improving the flow of haul truck   
 traffic, improving cycle times,   
 reducing wear and tear on tyres,   
 brakes and drive trains and most  
 importantly saving fuel; and
+ Aligning with Newmont’s Fatality   
 Risk Management Standard for   
 Vehicles and Driving - “Intersec-  
 tions must be at 90 degrees and   
 crossroad intersections must   
 be avoided, wherever possible”.

During May KCGM’s Emergency 
Response (ER) team participated in the 
Chamber of Minerals and Energy Eastern 
Regional Surface Mine Emergency 
Response Competition at Hannans North 
Tourist Mine.

ER teams from other local mining 
companies, including Saracen, Evolution 
Mining, Northern Star, St Barbara’s and 
Goldfields participated in the three day 
event – competing in multiple emergency 
based scenarios, including Firefighting, 
First Aid, Hazchem, Vehicle Extraction, 
Rope Rescue, team skills and theory. 

KCGM’s ER team performed exceptionally 
well across multiple disciplines, taking 
home a number of key individual and 
overall event categories, including:

1st place: Overall First Aid, Firefighting, 
Rope Rescue and First Aid Scenario
2nd place: Best Team, Best Captain –  
Tim Kirkland, Overall Team Safety, 
Confined Space, Vehicle Extraction
3rd place: Hazchem
KCGM’s ER Officer Jake Benson said 
that he is very proud of the team’s 
achievements.

“The team performed at such a high 
standard. Across all of the events they 
achieved an overall position of second 
place, only being beaten by Saracen by 
three points. I think that’s an amazing 
effort!”

KCGM has committed to hosting the 
Underground Mines Rescue Response  
 

 
competition scheduled to run from 2–3  
of November. We look forward to 
welcoming teams from across the 
Goldfields to our Mount Charlotte 
operations and seeing the continued 
success of our own ER team.

If you are interested in joining the KCGM ER 
team, please contact Jake Benson, Emergency 
Response Officer, at jbenson@kalgold.com.au.

CME Surface Mine Emergency Response Competition

http://www.superpit.com.au
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FUN FACT:
KCGM has approximately  

750 computers, 130 servers, 
1100 user accounts, 500 

landline phones

 
The Supply 

Chain team has 
achieved in excess of 
1500 days reportable  

injury-free

The Services Department is comprised 
of around eighty employees that work 
closely with all of KCGM’s teams 
in the fields of Finance & Business 
Improvement, Supply Chain, Health, 
Safety & Security, Closure and 
Reclamation, Environment and Land, 
External Relations and Integrated 
Management Systems.

The purpose of the Services Department 
is to create value and enables 
growth by upholding standards, 
driving continuous improvement and 
achieving shared goals. Partnering with 
operational teams, it provides structure 
and systems for the management of 
KCGM’s business risks for the benefit of 
KCGM’s people, owners and community.

KCGM 
Departments 
in Focus

Services

Departments in Focus

The Environment team is responsible for the environmental monitoring 
and management programmes, approval and licensing processes, 
regulatory reporting and rehabilitation and closure activities, to 
ensure KCGM maintains compliance with statutory obligations and 
community and other commitments. The team works closely with 
operations to implement, maintain and develop systems to manage key 
environmental aspects including: air quality, noise and vibration, energy 
and emissions, flora and fauna, tailings, water, waste and closure. 

The Land team manages the KCGM land and tenement portfolio. The 
tenements are a key asset of the business, providing secure tenure for 
KCGM to conduct its exploration, mining and processing operations. 
The tenement portfolio, comprising of a combination of Exploration, 
Miscellaneous and Prospecting Licenses and General Purpose and 
Mining Leases, covers an area of approximately 34,000ha extending in 
a north-south direction over a distance of approximately 45km centred 
on the Super Pit.

Environment and Land

The role of the Mine Closure and Rehabilitation team is to 
successfully and cost effectively implement rehabilitation 
activities and ensure closure considerations are included in 
operations planning. 

KCGM is required to rehabilitate waste dumps, tailings 
storage facilities and other work areas during operations 
where possible, and at closure. The team work on planning 
and budgeting for this work, as well as implementation of 
progressive rehabilitation.

To date large areas of KCGM’s waste rock dumps have been 
rehabilitated, with fantastic support from the operational 
departments. This year rehabilitation work is taking place on 
the tailings dams.

Closure

The External Relations team at 
KCGM work to build and maintain 
positive relationships between 
KCGM, its employees and all 
external stakeholders. Through the 
development of key messaging and 
targeted communication, the team 
focus on proactive engagement 
- providing employees with up to 
date and relevant information and 
facilitating ongoing and transparent 
communication to the wider 
community. 

As KCGM operate within a community 
setting, the External Relations team 
focuses on creating strong and 
lasting relationships with a variety 
of external stakeholders– inclusive 
of local community members and 
groups, the media and government 
agencies. Through a range of 
initiatives aligned with KCGM’s 
strategic plan, the team endeavors to 
uphold KCGM’s reputation as a valued 
and contributing supporter of the 
Kalgoorlie-Boulder community.

The Health, Safety & Security team look after four key areas: 
Occupational Health & Hygiene, Safety, Emergency Response and 
Security.

The Occupational Health & Hygiene team is responsible for ensuring 
that the health and wellness of employees is monitored in the short term 
and maintained for the long term.

The Safety team is responsible for upholding internal standards, 
maintaining legislative and regulatory requirements and for the provision 
of support and advice for these requirements and systems. The team 
actively engage in daily field activities, collecting data to analyse 
and identifying trends. This data provides leading indicators for the 
development of proactive strategies, created to ensure that the focus of 
‘safety is our end goal’ is maintained. 

The Emergency Response team are first responders to an emergency 
on site and are responsible for ensuring that key personnel across site are 
trained in and prepared for emergency situations. 

The Security team is responsible for ensuring KCGM’s assets are 
protected and that only authorised personnel access site.

Health, Safety & Security

The Supply Chain team has three 
sections: Purchasing, Supply  
and Contracts.  

Purchasing is responsible for 
acquisition of goods and services 
on behalf of KCGM, ensuring that 
needed items are obtained in a 
timely manner and at a reasonable 
cost. Purchasing verify purchase 
requisitions, source qualified 
suppliers to fulfil business needs, 
source quotes, issue purchase 
orders for all goods and services, 
and are responsible for managing 
the transport and logistics of 
goods to KCGM. 

The Supply team manages the 
receipt, storage and issue of goods 
through the warehouse. Supply is 
responsible for the management 
of cataloguing, inventory and bulk 
deliveries (reagents, grinding media 
and fuel) to KCGM.

The Contracts team manages 
the strategic sourcing of all 
high value, high risk goods and 
services on behalf of KCGM. 
Contracts negotiate and manage 
all tenders, contracts and ongoing 
commercial management for 
goods and services across all 
departments. Contracts activities 
involve analysing what products 
the company buys in the highest 
volume, reviewing the marketplace 
for those products, understanding 
the economics and usage of 
the supplier of those products, 
developing a procurement 
strategy, and establishing working 
relationships with the suppliers that 
are much more integrated than 
such relationships were in the past.

Supply Chain

The Finance & Business Improvement team is responsible 
for four functions – Financial Systems, Finance, Information 
Technology (IT) and Business Improvement.

KCGM’s Integrated Management System is the 
system utilised to manage and minimise Health, 
Safety and Security, Sustainability and External 
Relations, and Business risks, ensure compliance with 
applicable legislation and ensure that we meet our 
corporate requirements. The IMS is made up of the 
below 15 Management Standards, that provide the 
basis on how KCGM conducts its business:

External Relations

Finance & Business Improvement

Integrated Management System

The Financial Systems team liaise with 
suppliers and site supply personnel to 
ensure timely payment for goods and 
services provided to KCGM. The Payroll 
function is responsible for processing 
pays for all employees every fortnight, 
working with HR and Supervisors to 
ensure that KCGM employer obligations 
are met and providing assistance for all 
employees to enter and monitor their 
payroll data. 

The Finance team provides assistance 
for the end of month reporting, budgeting 
and forecasting, and primary reporting 
of information to management and Joint 
Venture Owners. This team also manages 
the Investment System process on 
site, ensuring that KCGM’s requests for 

capital expenditure have the appropriate 
supporting analysis and articulate the 
business requirements. 

The IT team provides Systems support 
and Applications administration. Systems 
support ensures the infrastructure 
(servers, network, storage) and end-
user devices (desktops, laptops, tablets 
and phones) operate to requirements. 
Applications administration involves 
maintaining the databases, software and 
applications.

The Business Improvement team is 
tasked with assisting the business to 
realise value identified from improvement 
initiatives by supporting the Full Potential 
program, working closely with site teams 
to value, monitor and report progress.

• Leadership and   
 Management Review
• Risk Management 
• Legal and other   
 requirements
• Planning
• Communications
• Competency and  
 Awareness
• Monitoring and   
 Measurement 
• Interactions, Insp- 
 ections and Audits

• Event Reporting and  
 Investigation
• Emergency   
 Management
• Action Management
• Supplier Management
• Management of  
 Change
• Records and   
 Controlled Document  
 Management
• Operational Control

The management standards are supported by a 
number of operational control standards. The purpose 
of these standards is to control identified site key risks 
such as; working at heights, isolation of plant and 
equipment, vehicles and driving, underground ground 
control, dust and noise and waste management. 
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Staff Profiles

Andre Sullivan
Senior Business Analyst

Andre is a Senior Business Analyst 
and has been working at KCGM for  
4 years. Previously Andre was 
working in Perth for a mid-sized 
accounting firm specialising in 
Business Services. 

At KCGM, Andre’s work involves 
managing capital pipelines, site 
reporting and preparing submissions 
of site forecast, budget and end 
of month reporting. He enjoys the 
flexibility and range of learning 

opportunities that KCGM has to 
offer within the finance field.

Andre grew up in Kalgoorlie until he 
was 17 and then moved to Perth to 
attend University. He moved back 
to Kalgoorlie 4 years ago to raise his 
family in a vibrant and supportive 
community. In his spare time, Andre 
enjoys spending time with his 
young family and playing footy at 
Kalgoorlie City Football Club.

Anna started at KCGM in 2003 
and has worked in a variety of 
roles within the Safety department, 
including as an Analyst, Coordinator 
and Advisor. Anna also completed a 
5 year stint at Barrick Regional. 

Anna’s career started in nursing, 
before she moved into the mining 
industry. She began working as a 
Paramedic and Occupational  
Health Nurse before crossing 
over into safety roles. Anna’s job 
as a Safety Systems Advisor is 
diverse and includes the overall 
management of safety system 
reporting, which involves data 
analysis and trending.

Anna loves everything about 
KCGM: the people, the location,  
the history and the opportunities, 
she says.“I have worked at a few 
mine sites and was fortunate 
enough to visit many more here  
and overseas when I was in a 
previous role. I couldn’t help 
comparing them to KCGM in the 
way things were done.”

Having lived most of her life on the 
Goldfields, Anna loves the ease of 
working in Kalgoorlie. She likes to 
spend her spare time with family, 
traveling to big cities and renovating 
houses. 

Anna Hadfield
Safety Systems Advisor

National Reconciliation Week is a time  
for all Australians to learn about 
our shared histories, cultures, and 
achievements, and to explore how 
each of us can contribute to achieving 
reconciliation in Australia. 

The week commemorates two significant 
milestones in the reconciliation journey 
- the successful ‘Constitution Alteration’ 
referendum in 1967 and the High Court 
Mabo Decision in 1992, both of which 
were major turning points in granting the 
same rights to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people as other Australians enjoy.

This year’s theme is ‘Grounded in Truth - 
Walk Together with Courage’: at the heart 
of reconciliation is the fostering of the 
relationship between the broader Australian 
community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples. 

In recognition of the National importance 
of Reconciliation Week and KCGM’s 
commitment to Newmont Goldcorp’s 

Reconciliation Action Plan, we hosted lunch 
time screenings of the film ‘In My Own 
Words’ for the week at different locations 
on site throughout the week.

‘In My Own Words’ follows the journey of 
adult Aboriginal students and their teachers 
as they discover the transformative power 
of reading and writing for the first time. The 
focus of the documentary is on a classroom 
in Brewarrina, a rural northwest NSW town 
with a majority Aboriginal population. 
Filming every day of the 13-week Literacy 
for Life Foundation course, director Erica 
Glynn captures the women and men, 
hardship and resilience, friendship and 
humour behind the sobering statistics.

Newmont Goldcorp Australia also 
introduced The Daily Yarn. The Daily Yarn 
was distributed each day for the week with 
stories about Reconciliation at each site.

If you would like to know more about National 
Reconciliation Week, please visit their website 
at www.reconciliation.org.au

2019 Reconciliation Week 
– ‘Grounded in Truth - Walk Together with Courage’

The KCGM Parental Support Business 
Resource Group held its second 2019 
‘keeping in touch’ morning tea for 
employees on parental leave at the Kathleen 
Day Playgroup. The sessions are an informal 

way of keeping our employees engaged 
and informed while on leave for extended 
periods. It also provides opportunities to 
network with colleagues and ask questions 
about their return to work.

Keeping in Touch

KCGM was invited to take part in the 
Woman of Gold event held in Kalgoorlie, 
celebrating the power of women  
supporting women. 

Members from across KCGM’s team 
including External Relations, Human 
Resources and the Business Resource 
Group had a fantastic time chatting to 
attendees about our inclusion and diversity 
initiatives and flexible work arrangements.

Woman of Gold

I&D/BRG

International  
DAY OF FAMILIES
As part of International Day 
of Families on May 15, the 
KCGM Parental Support 
Business Resource Group 
held a lunch and learn event. 

Employees were invited to 
watch a webinar entitled 
“Thriving as a Family with 
Children: from Toddler to 
Teen” featuring a discussion 
on common issues facing 
parents today.

http://www.reconciliation.org.au
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300 ‘swans’ were 
rescued from the ‘Super 
Pit’ by visitors to KCGM’s 
Environment team stall

 
500 snow 

globes were given 
away as part of the 

activity trail

750 children 
participated in KCGM’s 
Human Resources stall 

activity

 
Over 200 

rocks were painted 
at KCGM Supply’s 

team stall 

 
Over 200 

rocks were painted 
at KCGM Supply’s 

team stall 
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Celebrating  
30 Years of KCGM 

Community  
Open Day Album
KCGM was joined by over  
3,500 visitors to celebrate its  
30th birthday!
The free Community Open Day at 
Hannans North Tourist Mine was a 
great day out for the whole family; 
inclusive of interactive stalls, 
entertainment, competitions and 
give-aways. 
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20 
YEARS

For more 
information on flexible 

work arrangements  
speak to HR or your 

Supervisor.

Processing
Ross Long

Processing

Sam Setoki

Rowena Paterson

Mining Open Pit

Regina Hunter 

Mining Underground

Todd Altus

Technical Services and Projects

Anthony Gleeson

Services

Mark Patten

Processing

Jason Shew

Cyrus Mburu 

Rory Bruning 

Hayley Randall 

Sophia Tschirch

Josh Donaldson

Mining Open Pit

Jessie Hayes

Simon Elliott 

Jeff Ford 

Murray Mapleson

Mining Underground

Taylor Rowe

Simon Tacey 

Services

Tad Tongmark

Anna Hadfield

10 YEARS

5 YEARS

On Site

KCGM aims to provide a positive and supported environment for all its employees 
to contribute to the retention of the best of the best staff. KCGM would like to 
acknowledge the following staff for their valuable contribution and service to  
the company:

Employee Milestones Mar–Jun’19

Processing
Dennis Castle

15 
YEARS

Kalgoorlie Masters 
Football Club Annual  
Mini Carnival
In May, the Kalgoorlie Masters 
Football Club (KMFC) hosted an 
Aussie Rules mini carnival between 
Northern Star, Evolution Mining, 
Gold Fields St Ives, KCGM and 
themselves at Morrison Oval. It 
was a great turnout for the five mini 
matches, with many supporters on 
the sidelines cheering on the teams. 

Over 25 KCGM employees and 
Business Partners put their boots 
on and hit the field for two fun and 
friendly matches. The day ended 
with a dinner hosted by the Masters 
Football Club and while no official 
scores are taken, the KCGM team 
were awarded ‘Team of the Day’. A 
special well done to Julia Rowatt, 
Project Geologist, and Ben Olsen, 
Maintenance Technician who 
received ‘Best on Ground’ for KCGM. 

The mini carnival is scheduled once 
a year and is open to all KCGM 
employees and Business Partners, 
regardless of age or gender.  
To register your interest, contact Cory 
Jones on 0429 601 829 or email  
cjones@kalgold.com.au.

It’s been an exciting few months on site, 
showing VIP’s around KCGM’s operations!

In April, KCGM hosted The Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade, with 
international guest Yamila Osorio 
Delgado, a high profile leader in Peru. 
A lawyer by trade, she was Regional 
Governor of the Arequipa Department 
from January 2015 to December 2018. 

Forming part of her special guest visit 
the tour focused on best practice mining, 

sustainable management of natural 
resources and women in mining.

The tour was attended by Open Pits 
Mining Manager Charlotte McCully, 
External Relations Advisor Helena Adams 
and KCGM Project Engineer, Juan 
Marquez Rivas who helped provide a 
running commentary in Spanish!

In May, KCGM welcomed the Honourable 
Kim Beazley AC Governor of Western 
Australia to site.

As part of his three day visit to Kalgoorlie-
Boulder, the Governor enjoyed a tour of 
the Super Pit followed by morning tea 
with team members. 

The site tour included General Manager 
Cecile Thaxter, Open Pits Mining Manager 
Charlotte McCully, Services Manager 
Briony Coleman, External Relations 
Officer Kelly Nelson and Shovel Operator 
Trinna Coulter.

VIP’s Visit Site

KCGM prides itself on providing flexible work arrangements 
to employees because of a change in family/personal 
circumstances. This applies to all permanent full-time, 
 part-time, fixed-term and casual employees. 

Flexible Work Arrangements

Having worked at KCGM for 18 months, 
Julia’s role as a Project Exploration 
Geologist involves targeting, drilling, 
logging and interpreting orebodies to 
increase the mine life of KCGM. She is 
also the Parental Support BRG Leader.

Julia’s flexible work arrangement allows 
her to work 8 hour days commencing 
at 9am on a 5-2/4-3 roster to enable 
her to drop her eldest son off at school 
each day. The arrangement makes 
family life less hectic by allowing Julia 
to enjoy quality time with her sons in the 
morning before school and day-care, 

Jennifer returned to work in April as a 
Project Engineer following the arrival of 
her daughter Emily. Her role involves 
project management and working 
with various departments, external 
consultants and service providers.  
Her work is mainly office based 
but does include some time in the 
processing plant.

Jennifer’s flexible work arrangement of 
three 9 hour work days per week fits in 
with her daughter’s day care operating 
hours, making the transition back to 
work easier for the family. 

The great support from her Supervisor 
while on maternity leave and on 
her return to work helped Jennifer 
immensely in what can sometimes be 
an uncertain time. “I think the support 
you get from Supervisors and Managers 
is important in making parents feel 
included and valued as an employee,” 
she said.

Jennifer Iles  
Project Engineerand eliminating the need of paying for 

before-school care.  

Julia credits KCGM for being a 
family-friendly company. “KCGM has 
a number of flexible work options 
available and it is possible to have a role 
where you can balance work and family 
life. Being so close to town means you 
can attend school assemblies, sports 
carnivals and can pick up a sick child 
from care if you receive a call”.

For those KCGM employees who are 
thinking about pursuing a flexible work 
arrangement, Julia encourages you 
to speak with your Supervisor. “There 
is a formal application process which 
takes into consideration your current 
role and the needs of the business. 
The company is required to review 
all applications and provide proper 
consideration. I strongly believe if 
your home life is happy and balanced 
then you will be more focused and 
productive at work and that can only  
be a benefit to the company.”

Julia Rowatt 
Project Exploration Geologist

mailto:cjones%40kalgold.com.au?subject=
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Baby 
Arrivals

X
XX

SHARE YOUR NEWS!
The Golden Mile Post is produced and edited by the 
Sustainability and External Relations Department.  
If you have any news, events, photographs or stories  
to contribute please contact:  
Kendall Paul External Relations Officer 
9022 1338 
kpaul@kalgold.com.au

Fox Jonathon Farrelly
Congratulations to KCGM Production Employee 
Rob Farrelly and his wife Rebekah who welcomed 
to their family, Fox Jonathon Farrelly. Fox was born 
in Kalgoorlie-Boulder Hospital on February 1, 
weighing in at 3.31kg and is a brother to Mykaylah 
and Chase Farrelly.

Get on the Bulletin Board! 
Did you know there is an electronic Bulletin Board  
on the KCGM Intranet?  
The Bulletin Board is accessible to all KCGM employees 
and can be used for buying and selling personal items, 
promoting community events, recruiting for sporting 
teams, etc. You’ll find the Bulletin Board tab at the top of 
the Intranet Home Page. 

For more information contact kpaul@kalgold.com.au

Macie Elizabeth Kirkland
KCGM Maintenance Planner Tim 
Kirkland and his wife Jeannie 
welcomed Macie Elizabeth 
Kirkland, who was born on April 15 
at the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Hospital. 

Macie weighed 3.59kg and is 
a sister to Zechi, Jaykes 

and Oskar Kirkland.

Myles John Maybury
KCGM Truck Driver Emma Maybury 
and Fitter Scott Maybury, welcomed 
to the family Myles John Maybury. 
Myles was born at the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder Hospital on May 6, weighing in at 
4.05kg and is a brother to Clayton Maybury.

Leah Sue Hamilton
Welcome to the family Leah 
Sue Hamilton, born on her due 
date—Easter Sunday, April 
21, at the Kalgoorlie-Boulder 
Hospital. Leah weighed in at 
3.07kg and is the first child for 
new parents Graham 
Hamilton and 
KCGM Truck 
Driver, 
Cherie 
Hamilton.

Community Noticeboard

mailto:kpaul%40kalgold.com.au?subject=
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